###### Strengths and limitations of this study

-   High-flow nasal cannula (HFNC) oxygen therapy had never previously been used as a reference therapy. When administered to a control group, this treatment seemed highly innovative and in agreement with the recent literature. Likewise, the ventilatory strategy used in the interventional group associating non-invasive ventilation (NIV) and HFNC had never previously been assessed.

-   This study will be the largest randomised controlled trial never conducted on the use of NIV during the postextubation period and may help to establish strong recommendations on weaning strategy with a high level of evidence.

-   A large population of patients considered to be at high risk for reintubation will be included. Patients older than 65 years or those with an underlying chronic cardiac or respiratory disease are easy to identify in clinical practice and represent nearly half of the patients who are extubated in the intensive care unit.

-   The individual study assignments of the patients will not be masked. Given the characteristics of the two strategies under evaluation, a double-blind trial is not possible.

Introduction {#s1}
============

Background and rationale {#s1a}
------------------------

The day of extubation is a critical time during an intensive care unit (ICU) stay because in case of extubation failure, mortality can reach 30%--50%.[@R1] The overall rate of extubation failure is around 10%--15%, but it may exceed 20% in patients at high risk.[@R1] Several studies suggest that prophylactic non-invasive ventilation (NIV) applied within the first 24--48 hours after extubation could reduce the risk of respiratory failure in patients at high risk [table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.[@R3] Recent European/American clinical practice guidelines have suggested that NIV be used to prevent postextubation respiratory failure in patients at high risk.[@R9] These guidelines specified that for most of these studies, patients at high risk of extubation failure included those \>65 years or with underlying cardiac or respiratory disease.[@R3] In a before--after study assessing the implementation of a specific prophylactic NIV programme, we observed a significant reduction in the reintubation rate when prophylactic NIV was systematically applied after extubation in this population at high risk.[@R8] A meta-analysis of randomised controlled trials also suggests that prophylactic NIV may decrease reintubation rates in this population.[@R10] However, that has not been demonstrated in large randomised controlled trials and only two small randomised controlled studies have shown that NIV decreased reintubation rates as compared with standard oxygen.[@R3] Therefore, use of prophylactic NIV was a conditional recommendation in recent international guidelines, given the low certainty of evidence.[@R9]

###### 

Main randomised controlled trials having assessed the use of prophylactic NIV to prevent postextubation respiratory failure in ICU

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Randomised controlled trials\                                     Main results: NIV versus standard oxygen (O~2~)
  No of centres/inclusion criteria                                  
  ----------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Nava *et al* [@R3]\                                               Reintubation: n=4 (8%) vs n=12 (24%), p=0.027\*\
  3 centres: NIV (n=48) vs O~2~ (n=49)\                             In-ICU mortality: n=3 (6%) vs n=9 (18%), p=0.064
  Patients considered at high risk for reintubation                 

  Ferrer *et al* [@R5]\                                             Respiratory failure after extubation: n=13 (16%) vs n=27 (33%), p=0.029\*\
  2 centres: NIV (n=79) vs O~2~ (n=83)\                             Reintubation: n=9 (11%) vs n=18 (22%), p=0.12\
  Age\>65, APACHE II\>12 or intubation for cardiac heart failure    Nosocomial Infections: 18 (23%) vs 27 (33%), p=NS\
                                                                    In-ICU mortality: NIV n=2 (3%) vs. n=12 (14%), p=0.015

  Ferrer *et al* [@R6]\                                             Respiratory failure after extubation: n=8 (15%) vs n=25 (48%), p\<0.0001\*\
  3 centres: NIV (n=54) vs O~2~ (n=52)\                             Reintubation: n=6 (11%) vs n=10 (19%), p=0.37\
  PCO~2~ \>45 mm Hg at the end of the spontaneous breathing trial   Pneumonias: 3 (6%) vs 9 (17%), p=0.12\
                                                                    In-ICU mortality: n=3 (6%) vs n=4 (8%), p=0.71\
                                                                    Mortality at day 90: n=6 (11%) vs n=16 (31%), p=0.024

  Khilnani *et al* [@R26]\                                          Reintubation: n=5 (25%) vs n=3 (15%), p=0.44\*\
  1 single centre: NIV (n=20) vs O~2~ (n=20)\                       Length of ICU stay: 18.3±7.9 j vs 16.1±6.3, p=0.34
  Patients with COPD                                                

  Su *et al* [@R27]\                                                Extubation failure: n=30 (15%) vs n=27 (13%), p=0.62\*\
  3 centres: NIV (n=202) vs O~2~ (n=204)\                           Reintubation: n=21 (10%) vs n=16 (8%), p=0.37\
  Intubation≥48 hours                                               In-ICU mortality: n=3 (1.5%) vs n=2 (1%), p=0.64

  Ornico *et al* [@R4]\                                             Reintubation: n=1 (5%) vs n=7 (39%), p=0.016\*\
  1 single centre: NIV (n=20) vs O~2~ (n=18)\                       In-hospital mortality: 0% vs n=4 (22%), p=0.041
  Intubation ≥3 days for respiratory failure                        

  Vargas *et al* [@R28]\                                            Respiratory failure after extubation: n=6 (8%) vs n=20 (28%), p=0.002\*\
  6 centres: NIV (n=71) vs O~2~ (n=72)\                             Reintubation: n=6 (8%) vs n=13 (18%), p=0.09\
  Patients with chronic lung disorders                              In-ICU mortality: n=2 (3%) vs n=6 (8%), p=0.28\
                                                                    Mortality at day 90: n=7 (10%) vs n=11 (15%), p=0.33
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

\*Main end point.

APACHE, Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; ICU, intensive care unit; NIV, non-invasive ventilation; PCO~2~, partial pressure of carbon dioxide.

Up until now, the majority of patients have been treated with standard oxygen after extubation.[@R11] High-flow nasal cannula oxygen therapy (HFNC) is an alternative device for oxygenation that improves gas exchange and reduces the work of breathing.[@R12] Two randomised controlled trials have shown a significant reduction in the reintubation rate for patients treated with HFNC as compared with standard oxygen.[@R15] In another large-scale randomised controlled trial, HFNC was equivalent to NIV in patients at high risk of extubation failure.[@R17] Therefore, HFNC may be considered as the reference therapy during the postextubation period. In order to further improve gas exchange and the work of breathing, HFNC may be associated with NIV.

Objectives {#s1b}
----------

We aim to conduct a prospective multicentre randomised controlled trial comparing HFNC alone or with NIV sessions during the postextubation period in patients at high risk of extubation failure in the ICU, with the hypothesis that treatment associating HFNC with NIV may reduce the reintubation rate as compared with HFNC alone.

Primary objective {#s1c}
-----------------

To compare the reintubation rate within the 7 days following planned extubation between HFNC alone and HFNC with NIV in patients at high risk of extubation failure in the ICU.

Secondary objectives {#s1d}
--------------------

To compare the number of patients who meet the criteria for moderate/severe respiratory failure within the 7 days following extubation, and the rates of reintubation at 48 hours, 72 hours and up to ICU discharge.

To compare the number of ventilator-free days within the 14 days following extubation, length of stay in ICU and in the hospital and, mortality in ICU, in hospital, at day 28 and up to day 90 between the two groups.

Trial design {#s1e}
------------

The HIGH-FLOW for WEANING (HIGH-WEAN) study is an investigator-initiated, prospective, multicentre, randomised, control, open trial comparing a strategy of oxygenation during the postextubation period with HFNC alone or with NIV in patients at high risk of extubation failure in the ICU. Patients will be randomly assigned to the NIV group or HFNC group, with a 1:1 ratio.

Methods: participants, interventions and outcomes {#s2}
=================================================

Study setting {#s2a}
-------------

The HIGH-WEAN study is taking place in 30 ICUs in France.

Eligibility criteria {#s2b}
--------------------

### Inclusion criteria {#s2b1}

Adult patients intubated more than 24 hours in ICU and at high risk of extubation failure will be eligible if considered ready for extubation by the physician in charge and after success of a spontaneous breathing trial performed according to the international conference consensus on weaning ([figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).[@R18]

![Flow chart of the patients and study design. Patients extubated after at least 24 hours of mechanical ventilation and without do-not-reintubate order will be eligible if they are considered at high risk of extubation failure, that is, more than 65 years old or with underlying chronic cardiac or respiratory disease. Patients will be randomised and treated either with high-flow nasal cannula (HFNC) oxygen therapy alone or with sessions of non-invasive ventilation (NIV) with at least 12 hours a day of NIV. Forty-eight hours after planned extubation, treatment will be stopped or continued according to patient respiratory status. CPAP, continuous positive airway pressure; FiO~2~, fractional inspired oxygen; ICU, intensive care unit; PaO~2~, arterial oxygen tension; PACO~2~, arterial carbon dioxide tension.](bmjopen-2018-023772f01){#F1}

Patients will be considered at high risk of extubation failure according to the following criteria[@R19]: patients older than 65 years, or those having any underlying chronic cardiac or lung disease. Underlying chronic cardiac diseases include left ventricular dysfunction whatever the cause defined by left ventricular ejection fraction ≤45%, history of cardiogenic pulmonary oedema, documented ischaemic heart disease or permanent atrial fibrillation. Chronic lung diseases include the existence of any underlying chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), obesity hypoventilation syndrome (OHS) or restrictive pulmonary disease. The underlying lung disease will be either documented or highly suspected by the physician in a patient intubated for acute hypercapnic respiratory failure and having (1) a history of smoking with intrinsic positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) during mechanical ventilation and/or emphysema on chest X-ray or scanner suggesting underlying COPD, (2) obesity body mass index (\>30 kg/m^2^) with alveolar hypoventilation arterial carbon dioxide tension (PaCO~2~ \>45 mm Hg) suggesting OHS or (3) rib cage deformation suggesting restrictive pulmonary disease.

### Exclusion criteria {#s2b2}

Patients fulfilling one of the following criteria will not be included: patients admitted for traumatic brain injury or with any underlying chronic neuromuscular disease (myopathy or myasthenia gravis), patients with NIV or continuous positive airway pressure at home, or with a contraindication to NIV, and patients with do-not-reintubate order at time of extubation or unplanned extubation (accidental or self extubation).

Intervention {#s2c}
------------

### Oxygenation strategy during the postextubation period {#s2c1}

Patients eligible for inclusion will be randomised at time of decision of planned extubation and assigned to one of the two following groups: (1) The patients assigned to control group will receive continuously HFNC alone and (2) The patients assigned to interventional group will receive NIV during at least 12 hours a day with HFNC between NIV sessions.

As NIV may be more effective in hypercapnic patients, blood gas will be systematically assessed at the end of the spontaneous breathing trial prior to extubation in order to stratify the randomisation for PaCO~2~ level and to include the same number of hypercapnic patients (PaCO~2~ \>45 mm Hg) in the two groups.

### Control group: HFNC alone {#s2c2}

Immediately after planned extubation, the patients assigned to the control group will be continuously treated by HFNC for at least 48 hours with a flow of 50 L/min and fractional inspired oxygen (FiO~2~) adjusted to obtain adequate oxygenation (Pulse Oximetry (SpO~2~)≥92%). To provide sufficient humidification the temperature of the heated humidifier will be set as during invasive mechanical ventilation, that is, at 37°C.

### Interventional group: HFNC and NIV {#s2c3}

NIV will be immediately initiated after planned extubation with a first session of at least 4 hours and then by sessions of at least 2 hours for a minimal duration of at least 12 hours a day during the 48 hours following extubation. Continuous application of NIV will be promoted throughout the entire night period (between 22:00 and 6:00 hours). NIV will be carried out with a ventilator dedicated for NIV (ICU ventilator with NIV mode or NIV ventilator) in pressure-support ventilation with a minimal PS level of 5 cm H~2~O targeting a tidal volume around 6--8 mL/kg, a PEEP level between 5 and 10 cm H~2~O and FiO~2~ adjusted to obtain adequate oxygenation (SpO~2~ ≥92%). Between NIV sessions, HFNC will be delivered as in the control group with a flow of 50 L/min and a FiO~2~ to achieve adequate oxygenation (SpO~2~ ≥92%).

In both groups, therapeutic NIV used to treat postextubation respiratory failure will be discouraged given that it has no proven benefit[@R20] and can even increase the risk of death by delaying reintubation.[@R21]

### Duration of treatment {#s2c4}

In the two groups, patients will be treated for a minimal duration of 48 hours. After that, continuation of the treatment will be decided according to the patient respiratory status ([figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

If none of the criteria for moderate respiratory failure are present 48 hours after extubation (see criteria below), treatment will be stopped and switched to standard oxygen therapy. If at least one criterion for moderate respiratory failure appears or persists 48 hours after extubation, the allocated treatment will be continued for periods of 24 hours until complete disappearance of these respiratory criteria.

Criteria for moderate respiratory failure include the following: (1) Respiratory rate \>25/min persistent at least 2 hours, (2) Clinical signs suggesting respiratory distress with increase in the work of breathing and/or respiratory fatigue including activation of accessory respiratory muscles, (3) Respiratory acidosis defined as pH \<7.35 units and PaCO~2~ \>45 mm Hg, (4) Hypoxaemia defined as a need for FiO~2~ ≥50% to maintain SpO~2~ ≥92% or arterial oxygen tension (PaO~2~)/FiO~2~ ≤150 mm Hg.

An episode of moderate acute respiratory failure during the postextubation period will be defined by the presence of at least two criteria for moderate respiratory failure.

Outcomes {#s2d}
--------

### Primary outcome {#s2d1}

The primary outcome is reintubation within the 7 days following planned extubation.

Patients will be reintubated only if one of the following criteria occurs:Severe acute respiratory failure defined by the presence of at least two criteria for severe respiratory failure among the following: (1) Respiratory rate \>35/min, (2) Clinical signs suggesting respiratory distress with increase in the work of breathing and/or respiratory fatigue including activation of accessory respiratory muscles, (3) Respiratory acidosis defined as pH \<7.25 units and PaCO~2~ \>45 mm Hg, (4) Hypoxaemia defined as a need for FiO~2~ ≥80% to maintain SpO~2~ ≥92% or PaO~2~/FiO~2~ ≤100 mm Hg.Haemodynamic failure defined as systolic arterial pressure \<90 mm Hg or mean arterial pressure \<65 mm Hg with a need for vasopressors.Neurological failure: altered consciousness (Glasgow \<12) or agitation.Cardiac or respiratory arrest.

### Secondary outcomes {#s2d2}

Secondary outcome variables include the following:Reintubation at 48 hours, 72 hours and up until ICU discharge.An episode of moderate acute respiratory failure within the 7 days following extubation.An episode of severe acute respiratory failure within the 7 days following extubation.Number of ventilator-free days within the 14 days following extubation.Length of stays in ICU and in hospital.Mortality in ICU, in hospital, at day 28 and at day 90.

### Sample size {#s2d3}

We determined that enrolment of 590 patients would provide a power of 80% to show an absolute difference of 8% in the rate of reintubation between the control group using HFNC alone (rate of reintubation estimated to 18%) as compared with the interventional group using HFNC and NIV (rate of reintubation estimated to 10%) at a two-sided alpha level of 0.05. As NIV may be more effective in hypercapnic patients, stratification will be performed in order to include the same number of hypercapnic patients (PaCO~2~ \>45 mm Hg) in the two groups.

Expected rate of reintubation in the two groups {#s2e}
-----------------------------------------------

The expected rates of reintubation in the two groups are based on the recent literature using HFNC in the postextubation period[@R15] and on our preliminary studies assessing NIV in patients at high risk.[@R8]

In our preliminary studies, the reintubation rate in patients at high risk treated with NIV was 15% within the 7 days following extubation. Although no study to date has evaluated a ventilatory strategy combining NIV and HFNC, we can expect an additionally decreased reintubation rate (around 10%) in the interventional group.

Several studies have assessed HFNC alone during the postextubation period.[@R15] The rates of reintubation reached 19% in the subset of patients at high risk.[@R17] Although these rates could be underestimated (first, because the rate of reintubation was assessed within the first 48 or 72 hours following extubation and not at day 7 as in our study, and second because hypercapnic patients considered at high risk for reintubation were excluded), we expect a rate of reintubation at day 7 of around 15%--20% in the control group treated by HFNC alone.

### Recruitment {#s2e1}

The initial duration of patient enrolment expected is 2 years, starting in April 2017.End of 2015: national grant award.2016: approval by an independent ethics committee.2017: inclusion of patients.2018--2019: end of inclusions, monitoring of participating centres and queries to investigators; overseen by the steering committee at the REVA Network meetings every 4 months; blind review to determine protocol violation, to define intention-to-treat and per-protocol analysis populations; new queries to investigators, cleaning and closure of the database.2019: data analysis, writing of the manuscript and submission for publication.

Methods: assignment of intervention, data collection, management and analysis {#s3}
=============================================================================

Allocation and sequence intervention {#s3a}
------------------------------------

A computer-generated randomisation is performed with stratification according to centre and PaCO~2~ ≤45 or \>45 mm Hg measured at the end of the spontaneous breathing trial in a 1:1 ratio, using a centralised web-based management system (Clinfile). After randomisation, the strategy assigned to the patient (HFNC alone or with NIV) will be initiated immediately after extubation.

Data collection and management {#s3b}
------------------------------

Data will be collected on an Case Report Form (e-CRF) by a trained investigator or research assistant at each centre ([figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). At time of inclusion, the following data on weaning procedure will be collected: type of spontaneous breathing trial performed before extubation (T-tube or pressure-support trial), vital parameters at the end of the spontaneous breathing trial and classification according to weaning difficulty.[@R18] We will also collect qualitative assessment of cough strength and amount of secretions, and the use of steroids before extubation.

![Flow chart of the study showing timing collection of different variables. ICU, intensive care unit; HFNC, high-flow nasal cannula; NIV, non-invasive ventilation.](bmjopen-2018-023772f02){#F2}

Ventilatory settings (gas flow and FiO~2~ using HFNC, pressure-support, PEEP, FiO~2~ and expiratory tidal volume with NIV), and blood gas will be collected 1 hour after extubation and then at H6, between H12 and H24, and between H24 and H48. During the first 48 hours after extubation, we will collect the number and duration of NIV sessions and HFNC, criteria for moderate/severe acute respiratory failure and need for reintubation. All these parameters will be collected each day from day 3 to ICU discharge. Informed consent, intubation or tracheotomy, ventilator-free days at day 14 and length of ICU stay will be collected at ICU discharge while death will be collected by phone at day 90.

Statistical methods {#s3c}
-------------------

All the analyses will be performed by the study statistician according to a predefined statistical analysis plan and using statistical software (SAS, V.9.3; SAS Institute). A two-tailed p\<0.05 will be considered as indicating statistical significance.

### Descriptive analysis of patient groups at baseline {#s3c1}

The analysis will be performed on an intention-to-treat basis after validation by a blind review committee of the inclusion and exclusion criteria for each patient. Wrongly included subjects as well as those lost to follow-up will be described. Deviations from the protocol will be described and analysed on a case-by-case basis.

### Analysis pertaining to the main criteria of evaluation {#s3c2}

Kaplan-Meier curves will be plotted to assess time from enrolment to reintubation and will be compared by means of the log-rank test at day 7. The variables associated with reintubation with a p\<0.20 will be assessed by means of a Cox proportional hazard regression analysis applying a backward-selection procedure. The final model will include variables significantly associated with reintubation with a p\<0.05 and will be expressed using adjusted relative risk and HR with 95% CI. The percentages of patients having needed reintubation within the 7 days following planned extubation will be compared between the two groups by means of the χ^2^test. The analysis will subsequently be completed by multivariate logistic regression after testing for interactions.

### Analysis pertaining to the secondary criteria of evaluation {#s3c3}

Reintubation rates at the various predefined times and moderate or severe acute respiratory failure rates will be compared between the two groups according to the same statistical methodology as the main outcome. Number of ventilator-free days and lengths of stay be compared between the two treatment groups by means of the Student's t-test. Regarding mortality criteria (at day 28 and at day 90), Kaplan-Meier curves will be plotted to assess the time from enrolment to death and will be compared between the two treatment groups by means of the log-rank test. A Cox proportional hazard regression analysis will be performed using a backward-manual procedure.

Predetermined subgroup analysis {#s3d}
-------------------------------

Randomisation will be stratified according to the PaCO~2~ value before extubation in order to obtain the same proportion of hypercapnic patients defined as a PaCO~2~ \>45 mm Hg at the end of the spontaneous breathing trial. A subgroup analysis will consequently be performed for the main and secondary criteria of evaluation in hypercapnic patients with PaCO~2~ \>45 mm Hg before extubation and in non-hypercapnic patients, as well. Prior to adjustment, an interaction test will be carried out to detect heterogeneity of treatment effect between hypercapnic and non-hypercapnic patients. If the interaction test is positive, results will be given in two different subgroups.

We will also perform a subgroup analysis according to the existence of any underlying cardiac or lung disease, age, severity scores, type of spontaneous breathing trial, clinical parameters at the end of the spontaneous breathing trial, cough assessment, amount of secretions, use of steroids and weaning difficulty (simple, difficult or prolonged). As the duration of NIV may have an impact on outcome, we will also perform a subgroup analysis among patients having actually received at least 12 hours of NIV during the first 24 hours (dose recommended by the study protocol).

### Data monitoring {#s3d1}

An investigator at each centre will be responsible for daily patient screening, enrolling patients in the study, ensuring adherence to the protocol and completing the e-CRF. Research assistants will regularly monitor all the centres on site to check adherence to the protocol and the accuracy of the data recorded.

Ethics and dissemination {#s4}
========================

Consent or assent {#s4a}
-----------------

The patient will be included after having provided a written informed consent to the investigator according to the decision of the central ethics committee. If the patient is not able to understand the information given, he/she can be included if the same procedure is completed with a next of kin. After the patient's recovery, he/she will be asked if he/she agrees to continue the trial.

Confidentiality {#s4b}
---------------

Data will be handled according to French law. All original records will be archived at trial sites for 15 years. The clean database file will be anonymised and kept for 15 years.

Declaration of interest {#s4c}
-----------------------

The HIGH-WEAN study is an investigator-initiated trial supported by the French Ministry of Health with funds obtained in 2015 from a national hospital clinical research programme (Programme Hospitalier de Recherche Clinique National 2015). The European research network REVA has endorsed the study project. The study is promoted by the University Hospital of Poitiers. The firm Fisher & Paykel Healthcare provides high-flow oxygen therapy equipment and face masks for NIV to all the participating centres but has no other involvement in the study.

Access to data {#s4d}
--------------

All investigators will have access to the final data set. Participant-level data sets will be made accessible on a controlled access basis.

Dissemination policy {#s4e}
--------------------

Findings will be published in peer-reviewed journals and presented at local, national and international meetings and conferences to publicise and explain the research to clinicians, commissioners and service users.

Patient and public involvement {#s4f}
------------------------------

Patients and public were not involved in the study

Discussion {#s5}
==========

Several studies have suggested that prophylactic NIV could reduce the risk of postextubation respiratory failure in ICU patients at high risk of extubation failure ([table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).[@R3] NIV was started immediately after extubation and applied either continuously (at least 18 hours/day) during the first 24 hours[@R4] or by sessions of 1--2 hours for a total duration of at least 8 hours a day during the first 48 hours.[@R3] Only three of these studies (two randomised controlled trials and one before--after study), all performed in single centre and including a small patient sample, have observed that reintubation rates were lower with NIV than with standard oxygen.[@R3] The HIGH-WEAN study will be the largest randomised controlled trial ever conducted on the use of NIV during the postextubation period and may help to establish strong recommendations on weaning strategy with a high level of evidence.

Whereas previous studies have included a high proportion of hypercapnic patients,[@R3] we decided to include a larger population of patients at high risk including patients older than 65 years or with an underlying chronic cardiac or respiratory disease. In a preliminary study, we found that prophylactic NIV systematically applied for 24 hours or more according to respiratory status reduced the reintubation rate in this population, from 28% to 15% (p=0.03)[@R8] and enabled us to calculate the sample size of the present study. However, as NIV may be more effective in case of hypercapnia, we decided to stratify according to this variable at time of randomisation in order to have the same number of hypercapnic patients in the two groups and to plan subgroup analysis.

Although the international consensus conference on weaning defined extubation success as absence of ventilatory support during the first 48 hours after extubation,[@R18] several studies have used a more prolonged time interval to assess extubation failure and reintubation.[@R22] As prophylactic NIV may delay reintubation, the time interval needed to assess extubation failure should probably be longer than 48 hours in order to avoid underestimating extubation failure rates. We therefore decided to consider extubation failure in case of reintubation within the 7 days following planned extubation.

In our previous study, NIV was prolonged beyond the first 24 hours in more than 20% of the cases because of patients' respiratory status.[@R8] Therefore, whatever the group of randomisation, all patients will receive HFNC alone or NIV interspaced with HFNC during at least 48 hours while this strategy may be continued beyond the first 48 hours in the absence of complete recovery.

The usual treatment after planned extubation includes standard oxygen alone through a facemask or nasal cannula. However, it has recently been shown that the use of HFNC after planned extubation decreased the rate of reintubation as compared with standard oxygen.[@R15] In another study, the rate of reintubation was similar in high-risk patients treated with HFNC alone and in those treated with prophylactic NIV interspaced by standard oxygen.[@R17] Therefore, HFNC may be an alternative to standard oxygen during the postextubation period. According to clinical practice in participating centres, the use of standard oxygen alone would have been considered as a suboptimal strategy for patients at high risk. The clinician must offer at any time the best possible treatment for the patient. If a clinician is convinced of the superiority of one treatment over another, then he has no reason to propose a randomised study comparing these two treatments. To promote equipoise and facilitate inclusions in different centres, we decided to use HFNC as ventilatory support in the control group.

In conclusion, the HIGH-WEAN trial is an investigator-initiated pragmatic randomised controlled trial empowered to test the hypothesis that NIV with HFNC may decrease reintubation rates after planned extubation of patients at high risk in ICU in comparison with HFNC alone. This study presents several innovative aspects. First, HFNC had never previously been used as a reference therapy although this treatment seems highly innovative and is in agreement with the recent literature. Likewise, the ventilatory strategy used in the interventional group associating NIV and HFNC had never previously been assessed.
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